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File: liRE - Privileges Article 

1/21/63 

llenorand=_ 63-5 

Subject: Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence (Rule 26) 

Background 

Since the Commission's decision to reconsider the Uniform Rules 

relating to privilege, the Co~~ission has reconsidered Rule 26. Its present 

forn reflects the changes made in the rule by the Conmission at the September 

1961 meeting. l'he language of the changes has not been approved. The 

lanGUage of subdivision (4) is ne'·' , and expresses the principle approved 

by the Commission that the lae/J"er should be required to claim the privilege. 

The langUage of subdivision (7) is new, and has been added to the rule in 

accorda.:oce "ith the instruction 0: the Commission to include a provision 

similar to that appearing in the last sentence of subdivision (2) as it 

"as approved in New Jersey. The Ne" Jersey version reads: 

Hhere two or more persons have employed a laelYer to act 
for them in common, none of then can assert such privilege as 
against the others as to cOmY.~nications "ith respect to that 
matter. 

Scope of Rule 

The Commission should consider "hether this privilege is to apply in 

all proceedings or in judicial proceedings only. If the latter, the Commission 

should also conSider "hether there should be any privilege in other kinds 

of proceedings. 

Drafting Problems 

There are inexplicable differences in the drafting of Rules 26, 27 and 
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29 in the original URE. As these rules have been revised by the Commission, 

the differences have been ccmpoundeit. Rule ZI.l, "hich \las added by the 

Commission, is different from all of the others. These rules--26, ZI, 27.1 

and 29--are all sin:ilar in that they are privileges designed to protect 

confidential cormnunications made in the course of certain professional 

relationships from public disclosure. Rules 27, 27.1 and 29 define the 

confidential commW1ication involved in the first subdivision of the rule. 

In the sUbstantive portion of the r-Jle each of these rules requires the court 

to find that the cOl!'lIlunication was a confidential conmnL"'1ication as defined 

in the rule. Rule 26, en tho other hand, docs not define confidential 

ce~W1icction in the first subdivisicn, but in the substcntive subdivision-

subdivision (2)--rcquires the judge to find that the cormnW1ication was in 

the course of a la,ryer-client relationship and in professional confidence. 

Rules 26, 27, 27.1 and 29 use varying phraseology for giving a person a 

privilege to refuse to disclose the confidential conounication. Rules 26, 

27 and 29 all require the court to fi:ld that the witness trho is to be 

prevented from revealing the CCITlIlW1ication fits within a defined class. The 

purpose for the limitation in Rule 29 is quite clear. There is an eaves

dropper exception to that rule. The study does not luake clear why it is 

necessary for the court to find that the person about to reveal the confidential 

cormnW1ication fits within a defined class so far as Rules 26 and 27 are 

concerned. Under the original URZ Eule 27, there wes an eavesdropper 

exception; hence, there may have been a need to define the type of witness 

i!l'!olved in that case. But the Comnission has deleted the eavesdropper 

exception. Khen the Commission revj_c«ed Rule 27.l, it did not deem it 

necessary to define the type of person "'ho may be silenced by a claim of 
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privilege. It is difficult to understand why it is necessary to define 

such persons in Rules 26 and 27. (It n:ay be noted in passing that the 

COllLlission ctanged ttle "lord lIuitnessir in subdivision (2)(c) of'Rule 26 

to "person" but did not make similar changes in Rules 27 and 29.) The 

most probable reason for defining the type of person 1rho may oe silenced 

by a claim of pri...-ilege is to CO"ier t!le problem of \l'1i ver. But if that is 

the reason for defining the person, the matter should be covered in Rule 

37 relating to waiver. 

The person i,ho is entitled to claim the privileGe is described in Rule 

26 in subdivisions (3) and (4); but he is described in Rules 27, 27.1 and 29 

in subdivision (2) which states the natters the judGe must find in ruling 

on a claim of privilege. There is no apparent reason for the varying 

teclmiques of describing the person "bo cun claim the pri"dlege. Rule 26 

uses three subdivisions to describe the exceptions to the rule; Rule 27 

uses five sul;divisicIlS to describe the exceptions to tCle rule; and Rule 

27.1 ~ses one subdivision to describe the exceptions to the r~le. 

The only point involved in describing the different drafting techniques 

used in the various rules is that there is no apparent reuson for using 

the various techniques. It would seem that when precisely tCle same thing 

is sought to oe accomplished in t,m separate rules, precisely the same 

lanGUage should be used. Othel~ise, a court ~ight feel it necessary to 

decide tr.at the rules must mean different things because different language 

is used. It is recommended, therefore, that to the extent that it is 

possible to do so within the frame,rork of the various rules the privileges 

should be described in identica:L lrmcuage. Then it vould be more likely 

that they ,",ould receive lL'1iform construction if that is in fact the intent 
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of the Connnission. The format used in Rules 27.1 and 29 is the simplest 

forr.:ut used. It is reconnnended, therefore, that a similar format be used 

in the other similar reLles. If this c"ecommendation is approved, Rule 26 

would read as follows (strikeout aLd underscore reflect changes from 

approved version): 

RULE 26. U\.\-IYER-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

(1) [,s used in this rule: 

(a) 1tClient If means a person,. corporation, association or ether 

orga~ization (including this State und any other pub:ic entity) that, 

directly or through 3.Il authorized representative, consults a lawYer [SF-c6k8 

~a~~eF!S-F9~pesea~at~¥?] ~or the purpose of retain~ng tne layrJer or securing 

legal service or advice from him in his professional capacity; 3.Ild includes 

an incompetent (i) who himself so consults the lawyer [8F-j;ke-la"J'e:l'~5 

r~~ .. H-el in behalf of the incol11petent. 

(b) 11 Confid.ential c omnnllli cat io~ bet'Yreen client and lauyer tI means 

information transmittec. bet"een a client and his lalfyer in the course of 

that relationship and in professional confidence by Q meaLS which, so far as 

the client is alrare} discloses the information to no '"Lird persons other 

than those reasonaoly necessary for tte trs..nsmissicn cf the information or 

the accomplishment of the purpose fe·," "hich it is transmitted, ond includes 

advice given by the lcmyer in th2 course of representing t;~e client~ [aBe 

(c) "Holder of the privilege" means (i) the cltcnt "hen he is competent, 

(ii) a guardian of the c:Cicnt "hen "he client is i:lCcmpetent, (iii) the 

personal representative of the clieat if the client is dead and (iv) a 
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successor, assign or trustee in dissclution of a corporation, partnership, 

association or other organization ifiissolved. 

(d) "Lawyer" "leans a person 2uthorized, or reasonably believed by 

the client to be authorized, -;;0 prac'cice la", in any sta"ce or nation the law 

of ",p..l.ch recognizes a privilege against disclosure of confidential 

communications bet"een client and la',"yer. 

e~±eyee-eg-tRe-±alrfe~~] 

(2) Subject to Rule 37 and exce",t as otherwise provided in this 

rule, [~f-a-e~~Riea~~eB-i6-~8~~a-~J-tae-dHsge-te-Ra~e-geeB-8e~weeB-a 

lalrfe?-aB4-Ris-el~eR~-iR-~ke-eeHPse-ef-~Eat-:e±at~eBsBip-a.~a-~R-pFefess!eBa± 

eeR:f:i:Elenee7-~E.e-e±:!:eEt-kas-a-pF~¥"?d.eEe-te-:- ] a person, 'fhether or not a 

party, has a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent another from 

disclosing, a con:munication i::: he claims the privileGe and the judge finds 

that [ta1--geg~se-te-aise±ese-~Be-e6EEHBiea~~8a~l the communication was a 

confidential communication bct"een client and lawyer and that the claimant 

is: 

(aJ The holder of the privileGe, or 

(b) [~~a¥eB~-B~5-1a~~eF7-eF-t£e-±a~~eF!8-FeFFe8eRta~:!:~e-fFes-aise~esiBg 

~Be-eeEBHB~ea~~eB~l A person "ho is authorized to claim the privilege by 

the holder of the privilege, or 

(c) The person who "'as the la"yer at the time of the confidential 

communication, ",ho, except as othe~{ise prcvided in this rule, unless there 

is no holder of the privilege in existence, shall claim the privilege under 

this rule for the client unlC!ss othel'llise instructed by the holder of the 

privilege or his representative. 
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tke-F:~~~le5e-~4ep-~~is-P8~e-Eay-8e-e~a~se~-~eF-~Re-e±~eBt-8y-tae-RelaeF 

Q~ -tR~-pF~;:ilege-9F-a-13eF eeFi-Wa9- ~S -e:~-;aeF3:5ea-te - eJ:2-_~E-~B.e -~Fi"¥=i:le5€ -SY--&S8 

ke~QeF-e~-tke-FF±vi±eBe~ 

~41- -:;Heaee~ -te -:g~e- 37= -a:ae-e~eept -as -e-;he?w±se -F=6"'f~,?.ea-iE.-ta3:s -p11le:;

~~9s8-tReFe-is-He-ael:E.eF-6:f--;p.e-F:~-~~±ege-~H-eJi3:e~efi:ee;-tae-'±'a:w::~eF-WH.e 

FYle-~9F-~Be-e±ieB~-HBless-~~h~:~±oe-±fia~z~etea-bJ-~he-ho~~~~-of-~he 

pF3:¥=3:1:et;e-6F-R3::5-P81'pef':€::B-Sa-B3:"'fe,:, 

~?:,. --IJ:;~Q -pl=:;' ¥i1?89 -"AAg,r,:;.]:: -1;:.fJ,j,~ -~~~~9 -G~es -B9l; -9};!teR:G -~e -9. -ee8IR'blE:3:ea:&:3::eB] 

(3) Iller<: is no privilege older tIlls rule: 

(a) If the judge finds that the [be6ab-seF¥~ee-.asl services of the 

lawyer liere sought or obtained [~B-e:Ele:l to enable or aid [J;l!e-e"'~eBJ;l 

anyone to commit or plan to commit a crime or to perpetrate or plan to 

perpetrate a fraud. 

[t~j--~Re-pr~¥~±ege-BB~e:-~B~s-FB±e-aee5-ae~-eE~eB4-~e-a-eeea~~eat~eB 

pe~e~aE.t-~e+ 

~a1 J (b) As to a commlL'1ication relevant to an issue between parties 

all of whom claim through the client, regardless of l1hether the respecti7e 

claims are by testate or intestate succession or by inter vivos transaction. 

[fS1] (c) As to a cOID.':rmication relevant to an issue of breach of duty 
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c by the lawyer to his client or by the client to his Im'';j'er. 

(d) l~s to a COIt1Euni(~2.tio!1 relevant to an issue concerning an 

attested document of which the Im'Ycr is an attesting witness. 

[~t~) (4) Hhere t,TO or more c2-ients h2.ve retained a Im;yer to act 

for them in common, none of -chen may claL-n 3. pri vi.lJJ~C: under this 

rule as against the ethers as to coeJlJlunications made in the course of that 

relationship. 

Expl:o.nation of Proposed Revision 

Subdivision (1). The definition of "confidential comnunication" is 

taken from Rule 27, the phys~cian-pauient privilege. The 1fOrds "between 

a la1IYer and his client in the course of that relationship and in professional 

conficience" are taken from subdi·rision (2) of Rule 26, the laW'Jer-client 

c privilege, as now approved. 

Please refer to the study at pages 68 and 69 where the consultant 

discusses "Physician's Nurse, StenoGrapher or Clerk." It appears from this 

discussion that the definition of "confidential communication" in the 

physician-patient privilege is designed to protect communications to a 

"doctor's representative." If th2.t is so for Rule 27, the use of the same 

language in Rule 26 should obviate the necessity for referring to or 

defining "la1'Yer' s representative." Hence the definition added by the 

Commission as subdivision (d) has been deleted as have all references to a 

"lal-ryer's representative." The COllilllission may feel that the suggested 

revision of Rule 26 does not adequately protect communications to a lawyer's 

representative, but if that is so it does not adequately protect communications 

c 
to a doctor's or psychotherapist's representative in Rules 27 and 27.1. If 
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there is a need for a definition of a "representative" in Rule 26, such a 

definition should oe added to all three of these rules. 

Su"bdivision (2). The preliminary language of SUbdivision (2) is 

taken frOlIl Rules 27 and 27.1. Rule 2"( pr0vides that a person may prevent 

a '\,'itness" from disclosing a confidential communication, while Rule 27.1 

provides that a person may prevent "another" from disclosing a confidential 

communicatior.. The latter language has been used here because of its 

oroader scope. The deleted lan3uage of the preliminary portion of the 

suodivision has oeen incorporated in the definition of "cor-fidential 

COIllIDW1ication 11 and is no lODl3'er necessary. 

Subdivisions (b) and (c) have been deleted as there seems to oe no 

particular reason for specifyir-g the persons who may oe silenced oy an 

exercise of the pl"ivilege~ If ti1e Commission aelieves that there is such a 

need, it would seem that there is an equal need in Rule 27.1 and comparable 

provisions should be added to that rule. In any event, the rules should 

be the same in this regard. The added subdivisions (a) and (b) of subdivision 

(2) are taken from Rules 27 and 27.1. 

Former sulJdivisions (3) and (4). The subject matter of subdivisions (3) 

and (4) has been included in subdivision (2)(b). In this regard this rule 

now follows the fermat of Rules 27 and 27.1. 

Former subdivisions (5) and (6)--new subdivision (3). The exceptions 

to the lawyer-client privilege have been gathered ir"to one subdivision--

new subdivision (3). The basic language is similar to that used in subdivision 

(3) of Rule 27, "hieh begins "there is no privilege under this rule as to 

uny relevant communication . " 

Subdh-isien (a) has been mc:lified slightly to conform to the language 

appearing in subdivision (7) of Rule 27. You will note that the exception 
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c is considerably broadened by the change in language, for under Rules 27 

and 27.1 the exception extends to corr~unications made when the services 

were sought to enable anyone to commit or plan to commit a crime. 

Subdivision (7)--new subdivisim: (it). Ideally this exception should 

also appear as one of the tabulated items under subdivision (3). However, 

the drafting problems would be made more difficult by this procedure. 

Using a new subdivision to express this exception permits us to use 

language almost identical to that used in the New Jersey statute. 

Respectfully submitted, 

c Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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